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Abstract.
The effect of spatial variability of the atmospheric CO2 distribution on temperature and water vapor
retrievals from high spectral resolution observationsof infrared emission is estimated by performing 4 different retrieval experiments. Using a global mean CO2 value, as
currently routinely used, introduces errors in the retrieved
temperature profile of up to 0.85 K compared to a retrieval
in which the CO2 profile is known exactly. Including CO2

describedin Engelenand Stephens[1999]and Engelenet al.
[2001].It is a fast radiativetransfermodelbasedon the HITRAN96 data base[Rothrnan,1998]and usingthe CKI',5;.4
continuumabsorption[Cloughet al., 1989]. The mea:ure-

practical alternative, especially for data assimilation, is to
use a monthly mean zonal mean CO2 value, which produces
errors of up to 0.35 K in the temperature profile.

ment error of the radiances used to specify the measurement
covariancematrix is 0.5%, which correspondsroughly to a
0.3 K error in brightness temperatures. The a priori profiles in our retrieval experiments are defined as random offsets by 0.8 K and 10 % specific humidity of the simulated
"true" profiles. The a priori error estimates for temperature are taken to be I K and for water vapor 10 %, which
is consistent with the background error standard deviation

Introduction

usedin the ECMWF data assimilationIFillion and Mahfour, 2000]. Both the temperatureand water vapor error

in the retrieval

vector reduces these errors to 0.3 K. A more

Satellite retrievals of temperature profiles from observations of infrared emission are an important ingredient of
the data assimilation processof numerical weather forecast

(NWP) models.AlthoughsomeNWP centersnow directly
assimilate radiances, the basic inversion problem remains
the same. One of the assumptionsin this retrieval processis
that the atmospheric CO2 concentration remains fixed and
uniform and often is assigned outdated values. Recently,
ECMWF adopted a global mean monthly mean vertically

averagedCO2 concentration(J.-J. Morcrette,personalcommunication,2001), but this still doesnot reflectthe extent of
regional differencesas shown in Figure 1. This figure shows
the values used by ECMWF together with data from 4 different surfaceflask stations as compiled by GLOBALVIEW-

CO2 [GLOBALVIEW-C02, 2000]. The aim of this paper
is to estimate the errors in a temperature retrieval from
high spectral resolution infrared data due to unaccounted
regional variability of the CO2 concentration.

covarianceshave off-diagonal elements representing correlations between the layers with a correlation length scale of
5 km. In the retrieval experiment where CO2 is retrieved as
well, the CO2 profile is added to the retrieval vector as well
as to the a priori vector. The a priori profile is defined as a
zonal mean vertically mean CO2 value with an uncertainty
of 4 ppmv.

Simulated

Temperature, water vapor, and CO2 concentration in
the atmosphere and at the surface were simulated in the

CSU GeneralCirculationModel (GCM) [Fowler and Randall, 1999]. The modelwas integratedon a 4øx 5ølatitudelongitude grid, with a 6-minute time step. The simulated
CO2 concentration was driven by prescribed exchange at
the surface. These fluxes represent the sum of CO2 emitted
by fossil fuel combustion, air-sea gas exchange, and pho-

Retrieval Theory

•

The retrieval experiments were performed using optimal
estimation theory and are describedin more detail in Enge-
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len et al. [2001]. In sucha retrievalstrategy,the observations are weighted with an a priori constraint using the respective errors as weights. The observationsin our retrieval
simulations consist of the infrared spectrum between 500

cm-• and 2500 cm-• at 1 cm-• spectralresolutionanalo-
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gousto the radiance data to be provided by the Atmospheric

InfraRed Sounder(AIRS). The retrievedatmosphericvariables are the temperature profile and the water vapor profile.
The forward model that relates the atmosphericvariables to
the observations

is a Malkmus

radiative

transfer

model
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Figure

1. Time seriesof monthly mean surface CO2 volume

mixing ratios for 4 flask stations. The red line represents the
values used by ECMWF.
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budget for a typical year requires a terrestrial sink in addition to the prescribed sourcesand sinks described above.
The GCM was then used to calculate the resulting CO2
concentrationfield due to the various surfaceexchangeprocesses,advection, convection, and turbulent transport. The
tracer transport characteristicsof the CSU GCM have been
shownto produce concentration fields that are in reasonable

[ppmv]

agreement
with availableobservations
[Denninget al., 1996].
Simulated values were sampled hourly and interpolated to
constant pressuresurfaces,then averagedto produce daily
mean fields. Boundary-layer values are calculated directly,
since the PBL top is a coordinate surfacein the CSU GCM

[Randallet al., 1992]. Resultswere analyzedfor a day in
March following a three year spin-up.
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Figure 2 showsthe simulated total column COe distribuFigure

2.

Column averagedCO2 volume mixing ratio for a

tion for March 1. The COe distribution has a clear north-

southgradientcausedby both the rectifiereffect [Denning
et al., 1999]of the terrestrialbiosphereand the fossilfuel

typical day in March.

emissions. Over the northern continent CO2 concentrations

tosynthesis and respiration at the vegetated land surface.

Fossilfuelemissions
(5.8x 10x2kg C yr-x, or Pg C yr-x)
were specifiedaccordingto a-seasonalestimatesfrom econo-

metric data by Andreset al. [1996]and are believedto be
accurateto within 10%. Air-seagasexchange(with a glob-

are the highest of the year, becausephoto-synthesishas not
really started yet, while fossil fuel emission is large. The
dipole-like structure over Africa is causedby the dependence
of the balance between photosynthesisand respiration on the
wet and dry seasons. For this particular day we performed

allyintegrated
sinkof2.1PgC yr-x) wasspecified
according 4 retrievalexperiments:(i) a temperatureand water vapor
to estimatesof Takahashiet al [2000],derivedby interpola- retrievalwith exact knowledgeof the COe distribution,(ii)
tion of measured sea-surfacepCO2 data and a wind speeddependent gas exchangecoefficient. These fluxes are better
constrainedby data in the northern Atlantic than elsewhere,
and are particularly uncertain in the Southern Ocean. The

a temperature and water vapor retrieval with a prescribed

globalmeanCO• concentrationof 360 ppmv, (iii) a retrieval
of temperature,water vapor and COe combined,and (iv) '
a temperature and water vapor retrieval with a prescribed
zonal mean COe concentration. Figure 3a showsthe root-

globalintegralis knownto perhaps30% [Houghtonet al.,
1995]. Exchangewith the terrestrialbiospheredominates mean-square(RMS) error over the retrieved temperature
the seasonalcycle of atmospheric CO2, and produces very profile for each grid box betweenexperiment(i) and (ii),
strong spatial gradients at any given time, yet has an annual magnitude smaller than the other flux components.We
prescribed these exchangesaccording to the CASA model

where the RMS

1

Rug
= • E [rj'(i)
--rj,(ii)]
2

[Randepson,
1997],whichusessatellitevegetationimagery
and climate data to calculate photosynthesis,and a model
of carbon turnover in vegetation and soilsto specifyrespiration. To balance the globally averaged atmospheric carbon

error is defined as:

(1)

j=l

whereTy,(i)is the retrievedtemperatureat pressurelevel
j for experiment(i), and N is the numberof levels. The

(a) Retrieved Temperature Profile RMS Error

(b) Maximum Error in Retrieved Temperature Profile
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Figure 3. Root-mean-square
error (a) and maximumerror at any level (b) in every retrievedtemperatureprofilewhen CO• is
prescribed as a single monthly mean global mean value.
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trieval errors when (202 is prescribed as a single monthly mean
global mean value.

maximum error in the retrieved temperature profile for each
grid box is shown in Figure 3b. This maximum error can
in principal occur at any pressure level and is a measure of
the amplitude of the errors. Both figures show significant
errors in the temperature retrieval that are caused by using
a single global mean CO2 value instead of the actual concentration profiles. RMS errors up to 0.35 K are made in
the northern hemisphere with individual level errors up to
0.85 K. Largest errors are located in the downwind plumes
from industrialized areas, where CO2 concentrationsare elevated in the lower troposphere. The relatively low errors
over the northern

continents

are due to the low water

va-

por content in those areas, which makes the temperature retrieval lessaffected by the uncertainty in the retrieved water
vapor profile and therefore lessdependent on the uncertainties in the CO2 values. Higher errors are also found over
the southern ocean, where the CO2 values in the lower troposphere are significantly lower than the global mean value
of 360 ppmv. CO2 profiles over the tropical oceansare gen-

erally well mixed (due to the large convection)and closeto

the global mean value of 360 ppmv. Therefore these areas
have very small errors in the temperature profiles. Figure 4

showsa zonal-heightcross-section
at 22.5ø longitude(Eastern Europe, Africa) of the temperature retrieval errors for
this experiment. Retrievalerrorsover Europe (50ø north)
are mainly contained in the lower tropeshere, while retrieval
errors over Africa are also significant in the mid- and upper
troposphere due to the large convection that transports the
CO2 anomalies, and thus the temperature retrieval errors,
to higher altitudes.
Figure 5 showsthe RMS differencesbetween experiment

(i) and (iii). The figureshowsthat the errorsin the temperature retrieval are significantly reduced by retrieving CO2
as well instead of prescribing CO2 with a single global mean
value. Although the retrieval of CO2 in the infrared is not
perfect and is weighted to the mid- and upper troposphere

[Engelenet al., 2001], the impact on the temperatureretrieval

is clear.

The differences

that

remain

are due to the

imperfect retrieval of CO2 in the lower troposphere.

The last experiment(iv) usesa prescribedmonthlymean

available

[K]

.

6. Same as Figure 3a, but with (202 prescribedas a

monthly mean zonal mean value.

zonal mean CO2 distribution in the temperature and water
vapor profile retrieval. A zonal mean CO2 distribution is

Retrieved Temperature Profile RMS Error
NPKnownCOz minusPrescribe•!,,
ZonalMeanCOa

Figure

from the current

surface flask network

and better

reflects the seasonality. Figure 6 shows the RMS differences

.

betweenthis experimentand experiment(i). Although the
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errors are slightly larger than in the experiment with the
included CO2 retrieval, errors are significantly reduced from
the experiment with a single global mean value. This result
is important, since it is much more practical to use a prescribed zonal mean than to perform a full CO2 retrieval or
assimilation.
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The results presented above are dependent on the choice
of the covariance matrices, that define the weighting between the observations and the a priori constraint in the
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Same as Figure 3a, but with (202 included as a

in the retrieval.

estimationapproach[Rodgers,2000]. These matricesalso
define the covariance matrix of the retrieved atmospheric
variables. If the variance in the a priori covariance matrix

is increased(more uncertaintyin the a priori values), the
retrieved temperature profile will be defined more by the
observations. This amplifies the sensitivity on the errors in
the CO2 concentrations. On the other hand, if the variance

3262
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in the measurementcovaxiancematrix is increased(more
measurementnoise),the retrievedprofilesare moredefined
by the a priori constraint and therefore less dependent on
the errors in the CO2 concentrations. As already noted for
the northern continents, the dependenceof the temperature
retrieval on the CO2 values is also a function of the water

vapor content. In the dry continental winter, this reduces
the sensitivity on the CO2 values as shown above, while in

the moistercontinentalsummererrorsoverland (wherethe
CO2 deviationsfrom the global mean are the largest)becomelargerthan the errorsoverthe ocean(not shown).
Conclusions
Four retrieval experiments were performed to estimate
the effect of regional variations in the CO• concentration
on a temperature retrieval from high spectral resolution infrared data. The base retrieval retrieved temperature and
water vapor profiles for a day in March with CO2 profiles
exactly known. The three other retrieval experiments used
a prescribedglobal mean value of 360 ppmv, retrieved CO•
profiles together with the temperature and water vapor profiles, and used a prescribed zonal mean CO• distribution,
respectively. With the specified measurement uncertainty
and uncertainty in the a priori constraint, maximum errors
up to 0.85 K are made in the experiment with prescribed
CO•. The profile RMS error has values up to 0.35 K. Retrieving CO• together with temperature and water vapor
brought the maximum errors down to 0.3 K and the profile
RMS error down to 0.16 K. A good alternative for including
the CO2 retrieval is to prescribea monthly mean zonal mean
CO• value. Errors are almost as small as with the included

CO• retrieval. Although all the above errors depend on the
specification of the used covariance matrices, they are significant enough to have an effect on temperature retrievals
or data assimilation.
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